PRODUCT NAME: XP Compound™
PART #: 87A
87
PACKAGE: 16 oz.
Gallon

PRODUCT CATEGORY: Compounds
COLOR: Grey/Green
SCENT: Solvent

ABRASIVENESS: 9 out of 10 (10 is highest amount of abrasive)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: XP Compound™ is an aggressive, low-swirl, leveling compound designed to remove moderate-to-heavy surface imperfections and 1200 grit sandpaper marks. Perfect for acid rain spots, clearcoat scratches and heavy oxidation. Clear coat safe. May be applied by hand or a variable speed polisher. Works well with wool or foam cutting pads. Body Shop Safe. VOC Compliant.

DIRECTIONS: Shake well. For hand application, use a wax applicator in overlapping, back-and-forth motions. Remove with a soft, terry towel. For machine application, apply to a small area and buff at medium rpm with a wool pad or low rpm with a foam pad to desired results. Remove excess with a soft, terry towel. Follow up with an Auto Magic® polish and wax for bringing the compounded surface back to a showroom finish.

SURFACE APPLICATIONS: For compounding clear coat, single stage, acrylic, lacquers, enamels, as well as powder-coated paints.

ADDITIONAL USES: Excellent on RVs, boats, motorcycles, ATVs, and other painted surfaces. XP Compound™ works great as a headlight lens repair product. Hand-rub, then follow with an Auto Magic® polish and wax.

HELPFUL TIPS: Always follow XP Compound™ with an Auto Magic® polish and wax (wax for optional added gloss and protection).

SAFETY & HANDLING: Safety Data Sheets can be found online at automagic.com